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TWIN BUILDING LATTICES DO NOT HAVE
ASYMPTOTIC CUT-POINTS
PIERRE-EMMANUEL CAPRACE*, FRANÇOIS DAHMANI**,
AND VINCENT GUIRARDEL**
Abstrat. We show that twin building latties have linear divergene,
whih implies that all asymptoti ones are without ut-points.
Studying a lass of nitely generated groups up to quasi-isometry amounts
roughly to studying the large sale geometry of these groups. In this ontext,
it is often ruial to understand the geometry of their asymptoti ones. The
following desribes a very basi topologial property of asymptoti ones of
twin building latties.
Theorem 1. The asymptoti ones of a twin building lattie do not admit
ut-points.
In partiular, it follows that twin building latties are one-ended and have
trivial Floyd boundary.
We emphasize that twin building latties are irreduible non-uniform lat-
ties in the produt of the automorphism groups of the assoiated pair of
twin buildings. In partiular, the above does not follow diretly from the
elementary fat that asymptoti ones of non-trivial produts have no ut
points. We do not know whether an arbitrary nitely generated lattie in
a produt of at least two non-ompat loally ompat groups has auto-
matially no asymptoti ut-points; the proof we shall present uses some
geometri features whih are spei to twin buildings.
Following DrutuMozesSapir [DMS09, Proposition 1.1℄, the statement of
Theorem 1 is equivalent to the linearity of the growth rate of a funtion as-
soiated to the underlying group, alled the divergene. Roughly speaking,
the divergene measures the length of a shortest path joining two points at
distane n in the Cayley graph and avoiding a ball entered at a third point
(see lo. it.; more details will also be given below). It is onjetured in
lo. it., and established in a number of speial ases, that irreduible lat-
ties in higher rank semi-simple Lie groups all have linear divergene. The
orresponding statement for twin building latties is established in Theo-
rem 4 below, relying on the fat that twin building latties are not distorted
in their ambient loally ompat groups [CR09℄. In the ane ase, it ov-
ers in partiular arithmeti groups of the form SLn(Fq[t, t
−1]). In fat, our
proof does not use the fat that the groups under onsiderations are latties:
the arguments hold for arbitrary groups ating strongly transitively on twin
buildings. In partiular the above result applies to KaMoody groups over
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arbitrary elds; reall however that the latter groups are nitely generated
if and only if the assoiated ground eld is nite.
Throughout this note, we let (W,S) denote a Coxeter system with S
nite and A denote the standard apartment of type (W,S), i.e. the orre-
sponding Coxeter omplex. The notation of the present paper is taken over
from [CR09℄. The reader is referred to lo. it. and referenes therein for
basi fats on twin buildings and their latties.
A remark on the asymptoti ones of irreduible buildings. We
start with a general observation on the asymptoti geometry of irreduible
buildings. Assume thus that (W,S) is irreduible.
If it is of spherial type, then any building of type (W,S) is bounded and
any of its asymptoti ones is therefore redued to a single point.
If (W,S) is of ane type, then any asymptoti one of a building of type
(W,S) is itself a (non-disrete) ane building (see [KL97℄); suh a building
admits ut points if and only if it is a tree or, equivalently, if and only if W
is innite dihedral.
Finally, if (W,S) is non-spherial and non-ane (i.e. if W is not virtually
Abelian), then [CF08, Cor.4.7 and Th. 5.1℄ ensures that any building of
type (W,S) admits rank one geodesis (also alled Morse geodesis). Eah
asymptoti one of suh a building thus possesses ut-points by [DMS09,
Proposition 3.24℄.
In partiular, we onlude that the only non-spherial irreduible buildings
whose asymptoti ones have no ut-points are the Eulidean buildings of
dimension ≥ 2.
Finally, we point out that if Γ is a nitely generated (possibly non-uniform)
lattie of a building X and if Γ possesses an element γ whih ats as a rank
one isometry on X, then γ is a Morse element with respet to the word
metri of Γ (see [DMS09, Lemma 3.25℄). In partiular Γ has asymptoti
ut-points. The assumption that the latties appearing in Theorem 1 at on
twin buildings is thus essential.
Penils of parallel walls in Coxeter omplexes.
Lemma 2. Assume that (W,S) is non-spherial. Then there exists a on-
stant C ≥ 1, depending only on (W,S), suh that two hambers of A at
distane at least Cn apart are separated by at least n pairwise parallel walls.
Proof. The group W ontains a torsion-free normal subgroup of nite index,
say W0, suh that for any wall H and any w ∈ W0, either w.H = H or
w.H ∩H = ∅ (see [DJ99, Lemma 1℄). Let C be the number of W0-orbits of
walls in A. Note that C is a nite number.
Let now x, y by two hambers of A suh that d(x, y) ≥ Cn. Then x and
y are separated by Cn walls. By the pigeonhole priniple, at least n walls
amongst these lie in the same W0-orbit. By the denition of W0, these walls
must be pairwise parallel. 
Disjoining an apartment from a ball. Before presenting the main geo-
metri lemma needed for the proof of Theorem 1, let us briey x the nota-
tional onventions we shall adopt in the rest of the paper.
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We let X = X+ × X− be a produt of a pair of thik buildings of type
(W,S) admitting a twinning. The set of pair of opposite hambers is denoted
by Opp(X) ⊂ X+×X− and Γ < Aut(X) is a group preserving the twinning
(and is thus a disrete subgroup with respet to the topology of uniform on-
vergene on bounded subsets) and ating transitively on Opp(X). Typial
examples of groups admitting suh an ation are provided by twin building
latties. Note that the twinning prevents Γ from ating o-ompatly on
X+ ×X−.
Following [CR09℄, we endow Γ with its generating sets onsisting of those
elements mapping some xed element x ∈ Opp(X) to an adjaent one. Reall
that two pairs of hambers (c+, c−), (d+, d−) are adjaent if there is some
s ∈ S suh that cε shares an s-panel with dε, for both ε = ±. In partiular
Γ is quasi-isometri to Opp(X) with its indued path metri. Moreover, by
[CR09℄, this path metri is undistorted in X.
The unique twin apartment determined by an opposite pair x ∈ Opp(X)
will be denoted by A(x). Its respetive projetions inX+ andX− are denoted
by A+(x) and A−(x).
Although the following result refers only to the ombinatorial gallery dis-
tane between hambers, its proof appeals to the CAT(0) realization of build-
ings [Dav98℄ and its good onvexity properties.
Lemma 3. Assume that (W,S) is non-spherial. Then there exists a on-
stant C ′ ≥ 1 suh that the following holds.
Consider x = (x+, x−) and c = (c+, c−) in Opp(X), r ≥ 1 and ε ∈
{+,−}. Suppose that
dXε(xε, cε) ≥ C
′r.
Then there exists x′ = (x′+, x
′
−
) ∈ Opp(X) suh that dX(x, x
′) ≤ C ′ and
Aε(x
′) does not meet the ball of radius r around cε in Xε.
In the ourse of the proof, we will use the following onsequene of the
axioms dening twin buildings: if (c+, c−) ∈ Opp(X), pi is a panel of c+, then
among all hambers of X+ sharing pi with c+, at most one is not opposite to
c−.
Proof. Let C be the onstant provided by Lemma 2, let D > 0 be twie the
irumradius of a hamber in the CAT(0) realization of Xε and let E > 0
denote the minimal distane (in the CAT(0) metri) between two parallel
walls of an apartment. Notie that E is indeed positive sine the Weyl
group W has nitely many orbits on walls, and the stabilizer of eah wall
ats oompatly on that wall.
Let also dist denote the CAT(0) distane on the buildings X+ and X−
and on the standard apartment A. Sine W ats properly oompatly on
W , it follows that (A,dist) is quasi-isometri to the gallery distane on A.
Upon enlarging D if neessary, we may and shall therefore assume that for
all hambers x, y ∈ Xε and any p ∈ x and q ∈ y, we have
1
D
dXε(x, y)−D ≤ dist(p, q) ≤ DdXε(x, y).
By the `Parallel Wall Theorem' (whih follows from [BH93, Theorem 2.8℄),
there exists a onstant C ′′ ≥ 0 suh that in any apartment, a hamber at
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distane ≥ C ′′ from a given wall is separated from that wall by a parallel
wall. The desired onstant C ′ is dened by
C ′ = max{2C ′′ + 1,
CD
E
+ 2D2}.
Let now x and c be opposite pairs suh that dXε(xε, cε) ≥ C
′r. We need
to nd an opposite pair x′ adjaent to x and suh that A(x′) avoids the ball
of radius r around c in Opp(X). To this end, let p0 denote the irumentre
of the hamber cε and let p denote the CAT(0) projetion of p0 to A(x)ε.
Let also y be a hamber of Aε(x) ontaining p. If dXε(y, cε) > D
2(r + 1),
then any hamber v ∈ A(x)ε satises
dXε(cε, v) ≥
1
D
dist(p0, p) ≥
1
D2
dXε(y, cε)− 1 > r
and hene A(x)ε does not meet the ball of radius r around cε. Thus we
may take x′ = x and we are done in this ase. We assume heneforth that
dXε(y, cε) ≤ D
2(r + 1).
We have
dXε(xε, y) ≥ dXε(x, cε)− dXε(y, cε) ≥ (C
′ −D2)r −D2 ≥
CD
E
r.
By Lemma 2, this implies that xε and y are separated by at least n pairwise
parallel walls, where n = inf{n ∈ Z | n ≥ D
E
r}. Amongst these walls, let
H be the one whih is losest to xε. By the Parallel Wall theorem, we may
assume, upon adding supplementary walls to our penil of parallel walls, that
dXε(xε,H) < C
′′
. Let α be the half-apartment of A(x)ε bounded by H and
ontaining xε but not y. Let x
′′ = (x′′+, x
′′
−
) ∈ A(x) be suh that H ontains
a panel of x′′ε , that x
′′
ε 6∈ α and that dXε(xε, x
′′
ε) ≤ C
′′
. In partiular we have
dX(x, x
′′) ≤ 2C ′′. Now pik any opposite pair x′ = (x′+, x
′
−
) adjaent to but
distint from x′′ and suh that x′
−ε = x
′′
−ε (by the remark before the proof,
suh a pair exists sine X is thik). Then dX(x, x
′) ≤ 2C ′′ + 1 ≤ C ′ and
the apartment Aε(x
′) shares with Aε(x
′′) = Aε(x) the half-apartment α. It
remains to verify that A(x′)ε does not meet the ball of radius r around cε in
Xε.
To hek this, we rst laim that the CAT(0) orthogonal projetion of
p0 to A(x
′)ε belongs the the wall H. Let α(x) (resp. α(x
′)) denote the
omplement of α in A(x)ε (resp. A(x
′)ε). Sine the projetion of p0 to A(x)ε
belongs to α(x), it follows that the projetion of p0 to α belongs to the wall
H.
Let now A denote the apartment of Xε whih is the union of α(x) and
α(x′). Then the haraterization of the CAT(0) orthogonal projetion in
terms of Alexandrov angle [BH99, II.2.4℄ shows that the projetion of p0 to
A oinides with p. As before, we dedue that the projetion of p0 to A(x
′)ε
belongs to the wall ∂α. Sine A(x′)ε = α ∪ α(x
′), the desired laim follows.
The laim implies that
dist(p0,A(x
′)) ≥ dist(p, α) ≥ En ≥ Dr.
Sine the ball of ombinatorial radius r entered at c is ontained in the ball
of CAT(0) radius Dr entered at p0, the desired result follows. 
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Divergene. Let δ ∈ (0, 1) and λ ≥ 0. Following [DMS09℄, we dene the
divergene of a pair of points (a, b) in a geodesi metri spae relative to
a point c to be the length of a shortest path from a to b avoiding a ball
around c of radius δ dist(c, {a, b}) − λ. If there is no suh path, then the
divergene is understood to be innity. The divergene of the pair (a, b)
is the supremum of the divergenes relative to all points c. Finally, the
divergene funtion Divλ(n; δ) is the maximum of all divergenes of all
pairs (a, b) with dist(a, b) ≤ n. Proposition 1.1 from lo. it. ensures that
the divergene funtion Div2(n;
1
2
) of a nitely generated group is linear if
and only if no asymptoti one of the group admits ut-points. Therefore,
Theorem 1 from the introdution is a onsequene of the following.
Theorem 4. The divergene Div0(n;
1
2
) of a twin building lattie is linear.
As we shall see, the proof below does not use the fat that the groups in
question are latties. In fat, the arguments do not even use the property
that the underlying buildings are loally ompat. Therefore, the above
result also holds for arbitrary groups endowed with a root group datum.
Proof. Sine twin building latties are undistorted (see [CR09, Theorem 1.1℄),
it sues to prove the result for the divergene funtion of the metri spae
(Opp(X), dX ). Let a = (a+, a−), b = (b+, b−), c = (c+, c−) ∈ Opp(X). Set
n = dX(a, b) and
r = min{dX (a, c), dX (b, c)}.
We shall onstrut a path of length ≤ Ln joining a to b in Opp(X) and avoid-
ing the ball of radius
r
2
around c, where L is a universal onstant depending
only on the type of the building X. This implies the desired statement.
Upon exhanging a and b, we may assume that r = d(a, c) ≤ d(b, c).
Moreover, if n < r, then any minimal path from a to b avoids the ball of
radius
r
2
around c. We assume heneforth that n ≥ r.
Reall from the denition that a path γ in Opp(X) onsists of a pair of
paths γ+ and γ− in X+ and X− respetively. A suient ondition for γ to
avoid the ball of radius r around c = (c+, c−) in Opp(X) is that γ+ avoids
the ball of radius r around c+, or else that γ− avoids the ball of radius r
around c−. This is the key observation for the onstrution of desired path.
In fat, we shall onstrut it by onatenating 6 piees aording to the
following sheme:
a −→ a′ −→ a′′ −→ x −→ b′′ −→ b′ −→ b.
In the suessive piees, the positive and the negative part of the path will
alternately avoid the ball of radius
r
2
around c+ and c−, thereby providing
a path satisfying the required ondition.
The intermediate points are dened as follows. The point a′ = (a′+, a
′
−
)
is hosen to be any losest point to a with respet to the property that
dX+(c+, a
′
+) > C
′(r + 1) (possibly a′ = a). For this we just use the fat
that in X+, one an extend a geodesi path from c+ to a+ into an innite
geodesi (X+ is non-spherial). One an promote this path into a path in
Opp(X) by hoosing a suitable path in X−. Thus, moving from a to a
′
an
be ahieved in less than C ′(r+ 1) + 1 steps, whih osts a length of at most
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2C ′(r+1)+2 in X. Moreover, suh a path does not get any loser to c than
a.
Likewise b′ = (b′+, b
′
−
) is hosen to be any losest point to b with respet
to the property that dX
−
(c−, b
′
−
) > C ′(r + 1).
The point a′′ is dened by means of Lemma 3, applied to x = a′. It lies at
distane at most C ′ from a′ and A+(a
′′) avoids the ball of radius r around
c+. Thus a shortest path from a
′
to a′′ annot enter the ball of radius r
around c.
The point b′′ is dened similarly; it lies at distane at most C ′ from b′ and
A−(b
′′) avoids the ball of radius r around c−.
Using Lemma 2.1 from [CR09℄, it is then possible to onstrut a path
γ′ = (γ′+, γ
′
−
) of length ≤ 2dX
−
(a′′
−
, b′′
−
) in Opp(X) joining a′′ to a some
point x = (x+, b
′′
−
) ∈ Opp(X) so that the positive part γ′+ remains in the
twin apartment A+(a
′′). In partiular it avoids the ball of radius r around
c+.
Finally, another appliation of [CR09, Lemma 2.1℄ provides a path γ′′ =
(γ′′+, γ
′′
−
) of length ≤ 2dX+(x+, b
′′
+) joining x to b
′′
so that the negative part
γ′′
−
remains in the twin apartment A−(b
′′). In partiular it avoids the ball of
radius r around c−.
It remains to estimate the total length of the path we have onstruted
pieewise. The initial and terminal setions from a to a′′ and from b′′ to b
ontribute a piee of length at most 2× (2C ′(r+1)+ 2+C ′) ≤ (10C ′+4)r.
In partiular we dedue
dX(a
′′, b′′) ≤ dX(a
′′, a)+dX (a, b)+dX (b
′′, b) ≤ (10C ′+4)r+n ≤ (10C ′+5)n
sine r ≤ n. Therefore, the setion from a′′ to b′′ via x ontributes a piee
of length at most
2dX
−
(a′′
−
, b′′
−
) + 2dX+(x+, b
′′
+) ≤ 2dX (a
′′, b′′) + 2dX(x, a
′′) + 2dX(a
′′, b′′)
≤ 6dX (a
′′, b′′)
≤ 6(10C ′ + 5)n.
Adding up all the dierent ontributions, we ome to a total length of at
most (70C ′ + 40)n, whih is linear in n as desired. 
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